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ROFESSOR Eric Birley's case for a Roman site at
Kirkbride has been strengthened by recent discoveries
P
of pottery of early Hadrianic date between the rectory

orchard and the churchyard. There could have been a
fort of some size here and the question at once arises of
its relationship with the coastal system of towers and
mile-fortlets known to exist from the end of the Wall at
Bowness at least as far as Dubmill Point. The combined
estuaries of the Waver and Wampool, forming the tidal
inlet known as Moricambe, interrupt the sequence and
emphasise still further the inconvenience of the break in
the line. Was Moricambe dry ground, or was it much
the same as it is today? The dry ground theory seems
to be based on the historical fact of the destruction of
the town of Skinburness in the 14th century : the sea is
supposed to have broken in, to have breached some sort
of sea defence and initiated erosion of solid ground over
a wide area. One quotation will suffice, I take it from
CW1 iii 72 where Chancellor Ferguson says, "These
estuaries appear to have been solid ground occupied by
the town of Skinburness until the sea broke in, in the
14th century." Others have repeated much the same view,
but I find it introduces so many further difficulties that
I believe it would be extremely pertinent at this time to
consider the whole question from every possible angle,
and to try to prove that Moricambe was in fact an estuary
in Roman times.
The Geological Evidence.

The area to be studied is that part of the coast and its
hinterland lying immediately to north and west of a line
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joining Drumburgh to Dubmill Point; except for the
boulder clay islands it is all post-glacial, and we may
begin our study at the close of the last glacial period
when the area was finally free of ice and the relative level
of sea and land was not as it is today. Much water was
still locked up as ice over vast areas of the world, and
the land, previously depressed by its accumulated weight,
was beginning to rise. Sea level may have been as much
as 30o ft. lower than it is now; certainly the submerged
forest off our shores is evidence enough for our purpose.
Exposures have been noted by the Geological Survey
(The Geology of the Carlisle, Longtown and Silloth
District, H.M.S.O, 1926), by R. Russell and T. V. Holmes
(Trans. Cumb. Ass., part ii 1876-7 and part vi 188o-1)
and others at various times between Bowness and Whitehaven. At Beckfoot in 188o while at work on the Roman
fort Joseph Robinson reported the "sunken forest off the
camp, of considerable extent. It is about 30o yds. below
high water mark . . ." (CW1 v 148). In 1954 the forest
was seen within Zoo yds. of the cliff in a tide channel,
and a little to the south another scour had exposed red
boulder clay. Inland at various places I have seen similar
peaty deposits with tree stumps buried beneath the alluvium, evidence that the forest extended over a wide area.
We cannot determine the position of the shore-line during
this period, but we imagine the countryside as an undulating expanse of hills and hollows of glacial deposits
with oak forest on the drier ground, and tarns and mosses
with alder and hazel in the hollows.
The drainage of the area then must have been very
different; it is possible that the Caldew flowed west from
Dalston down the Wampool valley to join the Waver
south of Wedholme and then to outfall near Allonby,
but whatever may have happened so long ago, the change
in sea-land level, the Neolithic Depression, brought the
sea in to alter the whole face of the area. Only land above
the present 25-ft. level remained as islands in the new
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sea and many of these were planed off by wave action,
while the more resistant ones developed shore lines of
shingle derived from the boulder clay. The eroded clay
and other fine material was carried away in suspension
to be deposited in deeper water some way off the islands.
With the sea for some time at this higher level shingle
spits or "hooks" grew out from the land under the influence of wave action and coastal drift, the raw material
being the gravel residuum from the erosion of the boulder
clay. The cliffs at Maryport and Swarthy Hill and the
drumlins at Dubmill Point all show scarping at the same
level, and we may assume that the shingle banks, the
25 ft. raised beach, first began to grow along the coast
from these points. The Grune north-east of Skinburness,
the active end of the raised beach, is still growing by the
addition of successive hooks of shingle. Each starts in
line with the general trend of the coast and then curves
to the north-east. These hooks may be seen at many
points and are well shown on Dr St Joseph's air photograph of the native sites near Wolsty Hall (CW2 lx). In
the lee of the shingle banks marine warp began to form
and the land began to rise, a movement which seems to
have continued to the present day.
The slow steady emergence of the land from the waters
is shown by the fact that the older parts of the raised
beach are higher than the later, and that lower terraces
of warp have formed and are still forming behind the
Grune in the estuaries of the Waver and Wampool and
elsewhere. In the Cardurnock peninsula the raised beach
occurs in parallel ridges roughly in line wi'_h the present
shore from Bowness to Anthorn.
The Geological Survey distinguishes and maps two
terraces of warp rising in stages above the alluvium of
the present salt marsh (Geological Survey of England
and Wales, Sheet 17, Drift edition). While the salt marsh
is frequently flooded the first terrace of warp is only
endangered by exceptional tides and floods. The second
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terrace is now all above the highest known level and
forms a wide expanse of fertile land. In places it can
be subdivided into two stages, A and B, but not in the
area under review. The steps in the warp are best seen
along the south side of Moricambe and it is here, perhaps, that we may hope to find a basis for argument,
from a study of the processes of silting and erosion within
the estuary, that the dry ground theory is untenable.
But first we must attempt to date the terraces and turn
to the historical evidence.
The Coast in Roman Times.

Within the area under study Hadrian's Wall and the
towers and mile-fortlets along the sea-shore from Drumburgh to Dubmill Point provide unique data for the
estimation of coast erosion and accretion since the Roman
period, and perhaps evidence for changes in sea /land
level. We have to make one assumption, namely that
the installations were sited as near to the water's edge as
was practicable. In November 196o a new observation,
which still awaits proper examination, revealed substantial remains of the Wall submerged in marsh silt where
a sewer was laid across the old canal just to east of Drumburgh. This new information proves Wall remains 5o
yds. beyond the point at which Haverfield noted their
disappearance at the foot of the boulder clay slope (CW1
xvi 93). If Wall footings could be proved in situ on
boulder clay we would have a most significant proof of
a change in sea level since Roman times.
Near Port Carlisle the Wall ran very close to the water
and the ridge on which it stood is fronted by salt marsh,
probably of quite recent origin, but at Milecastle 79,
examined by Richmond and Gillam in 1 949 (CW 2 lii
17 f., esp. 26-28), the lowest level was found to be resting
on an artificial platform of alternate layers of gravel and
earth. Furthermore the Wall ditch may be absent in this
sector (ibid., 28), which would indicate that the Wall was
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in fact right at the water's edge and the artificial bank
for both Wall and milecastle was necessary to lift the
seaward parts of them above spring and flood tides.
West from the end of the Wall at Bowness the coast
system of mile-fortlets and towers begins; Bowness fort
stands on a boulder clay ridge, its north rampart has
perished by erosion (CW2 xxxi 142 f.). The escarpment
also truncates the medieval ditch on the west side of the
fort (see also CW2 lx 13 f.), and this fact might well give
a fairly close date for the erosion. The first mile-fortlet
is visible close by Biglands, and it was identified from
the air by Dr St Joseph (CW2 liv 35 and Plate II facing
p. 36). It stands on the more seaward of several parallel
shingle ridges and its ditch may be easily made out from
the nearby modern road which runs on a terrace of warp
above high tide level. Thère is evidence of recent erosion
here as the road has been protected by a concrete wall
bearing the date 190; 1, but at present the salt marsh
seems to be growing out into the Solway again.
At the time of writing the next known site is Tower
2b, also found from the air by Dr St Joseph; again it
stands on a shingle bank, not the highest but the one
nearest to the water and safely above flood level. Several
hundred yards of salt marsh separate it from the sea. It
is the first unit in the complete "Cardurnock sequence"
of towers and mile-fortlets which ends at M /f 5, now
lost on Anthorn aerodrome (CW2 xlvii 78 f.). Mile-fortlet
3 lies on a shingle ridge and is some way south of a line
been Towers 2b and 3a. If T. 2a could be found we might
then be able to decide if its position was at a point where
the line turned; otherwise the alternative is to assume
that it stood at the water's edge, in which case the enclosed field to the north and the marsh beyond have been
built up since its construction. Towers 3a and 3b are
also on the lower seaward ridge; T. 3b is particularly
close to the water in both senses, and is the turning point
for the line to Mile-fortlet 5. The next three units all lie
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on a stable dune ridge formed in pre-Roman times on
the raised beach (CW2 liv 54, Appendix II) some distance
inland. Here the general lie of the land is at the same
angle to the direction of the prevailing winds and tides
as the sector south of Silloth (see below), and we may
infer a comparable growth of the coast line. Mile-fortlet 5
needs no comment, but see CW2 xlvii 85.
Beyond it the coast is broken by the combined estuaries
of the Waver and Wampool, a tidal inlet known as Moricambe, and on the farther shore a new sequence begins
with Mile-fortlet 9 on the Grune, a little north of Skinburness. Discovered from the air by Dr St Joseph, it
stands on the highest part of a low sandy hill overlying
the raised beach. These two mile-fortlets, one on either
side of Moricambe, may have special significance.
From Skinburness to the fort at Beckfoot the only
proved sites are all towers. Search has been made at the
measured positions of mile-forlets, especially M / f 13,
but nothing so far has been found. Towers 12b, i3a and
13b lie on the ancient dune ridge some distance inland,
and it is clear that there has been considerable accretion
in this sector. New dunes are forming nearer the sea.
Beckfoot fort's west rampart lies only 3o yds. from
the present coast road and then there is a drop of some
feet beyond the road to a stable foreshore, clearly an old
sea cliff. The fort's foundations were dug into sand
(Joseph Robinson, CW 1 AT 136 f.) which was blown over
terraced warp immediately behind the raised beach before
the Romans came. Roads leave the north and south gates
and were traced for some distance by Robinson. I do not
think they were approach roads; the fort may have been
built across the line of a pre-existing road serving the
towers and mile-fortlets. South from the fort we find evidence of considerable erosion by the measured position
of Mile-fortlet 15 and its associated cremation site. In
recent years the low cliffs here have been eaten away by
wind and tide and it is certain that a mile-fortlet existed

.
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here. If we assume that it had the normal ditch and that
the upcast of mixed gravel and sand was contained by a
turf kerb on the outer lip, then the levels in the cliff
section are intelligible. Furthermore they give a hint of
the direction of the axial line, and this, taken with the
orientation of Tower 15a, indicates the former existence
of a bulge in the coast line at least the width of a fortlet.
Tower 15a is within 8o yds. of the shore with foundations
deep in sand. Towers 16a and 16b stand likewise but are
much farther from the shore, and indeed, over the last
few years much shingle has accumulated opposite them,
no doubt brought by wave action from Dubmill Point
where a retaining wall has had to be built to protect the
coast road. Mr Harold Duff tells me that more than 5o
yards width of land has gone in his life-time. Here should
be the measured posi t ion of Mile-fortlet 17. All the evidence therefore goes to show that there has been comparatively little change in the coast line since Roman times
between Drumburgh and Dubmill Point. As to Moricambe, we must return and consider it and the problems
it presents in some detail.
Moricambe.

Collingwood's idea that St Bees Head was the true
end of Hadrian's Wall has perhaps over-influenced
thought about the coastal system and tended to obscure
the important problem of the inconvenient gap of nearly
two miles between the Cardurnock peninsula and Grune
Point. The bald statement in the Handbook to the Rornan
Wall (loth ed. 213) "Beyond the estuary of the Waver
and Wampool, which in Roman times was dry ground
. " is surely an echo of Chancellor Ferguson, "These
estuaries appear to have been solid ground occupied by
the town of Skinburness until the sea broke in, in the
14th century." Professor Richmond appreciated the
problem of the gap; I have in my notes ` `I . A. R. came
on the 8th (Jan. 1955) and asked me if I thought the
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coastal system turned inland to Kirkbride between
Cardurnock and Skinburness." I now discover that at
about the same time he also sought Mr Robert Hogg's
opinion on the geological evidence.
The dry ground theory seems to owe its origin to
a deduction based upon a petition to the king in 1305 by
the abbot of Holme Cultram. The source of our information is the Register of Holme Cultram: the petition
simply asks for the transfer of the fair and market from
Skinburness to what is now Newton Arlosh because that
place and the way leading to it had been destroyed by
the sea. We do not know the date of the destruction, but
in 1301 Bishop Halton granted the abbot power to erect
a chapel at Skinburness, and its former position on the
Grune is shown on the Ordnance maps. The destruction
of the town must have occurred between these dates.
The almost casual manner in which we learn of the
destruction implies that it could not have been catastrophic; indeed it is easy to exaggerate this simply
recorded fact and to imagine a night of black terror when
the merciless sea, in its inexorable might, rose in a dreadful storm to sweep away houses and people. And not
only that but to invade and destroy twelve square miles
of solid ground. We cannot be sure on which side of the
Grune the town lay; the dry ground theory must place
it on the seaward side, then it may have been a town
like the modern Allonby. That Skinburness was an
important supply depôt for the Scottish wars does not
necessarily imply deep water anchorage for big ships;
laden vessels would be beached on the tide, unloaded
and then floated off on the next convenient ebb. No
violent cataclysm need be imagined to explain the loss
of the town, only a shift in one of the Solway channels
as we well know today from the protective works urgently
put in hand at Silloth to save the new sea-wall. A meander
in one of the off-shore channels, some 3o ft. deep, quickly
moved in-shore and threatened to undermine the wall.
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Such a meander off Skinburness would have eroded the
beach and toppled the houses into the sea in a few short
weeks. If we place the town on the other side of the
Grune, with an anchorage in its lee, we must accept that
ships could then have sailed round Grune Point to reach
it and that Moricambe was there in 1300. It is easier
to explain the destruction of Skinburness and the way
leading to it (from the abbey or Newton Arlosh?) as
resulting from the erosion of the terraced warp behind
the Grune due to changes in the channel of the Waver.
The Geological map helps us here; whereas the terraced
warp normally steps down to the modern salt marsh in
two stages, the first and lower terrace is missing to east
of Skinburness and the marsh abuts directly against the
second and higher terrace and is divided from it by the
Sea Dike. I am not sure of the date of the dike but I
think it must have been made by the monks to arrest the
erosion which destroyed Skinburness and threatened
their grange. The Sea Dike was of great importance.
Although now fronted by a wide stretch of marsh its
care was the main concern of the Sixteen Men of Holme
Cultram from 157o until the founding of the Sea Dike
Charity in 1880 ("The Sixteen Men of Holm Cultram"
by Francis Grainger, CW2 iii 172 f.). The dike and the
sluice where the Great Gutter ran through it called for
urgent repair on many occasions. By 186o the marsh
had grown again almost to the end of the Grune, but by
1900 95 acres of the new land had been eroded by a loop
of the Waver. Since then the loss has been more than
made good, but even as I write the Waver has started
to cut into the marsh again.
There seems to be a rough balance between the forces
at work in this area; on the one hand it is clear that
new marsh would build up very rapidly in the shelter
of the Grune if it were not for the presence of the channel
of the Waver, at one time far out in Moricambe,
at another swinging south to attack the new land. The
F
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changes in the channels of both rivers are well illustrated
by the various surveys made of the area over the last
hundred years; other changes are apparent, as the rivers
debouch into Moricambe proper they seem to be flowing
in narrower channels and a great tongue of new marsh
has appeared between them. The only conclusion to be
drawn is that the rate of silting and marsh building within
Moricambe is increasing. Elsewhere round the coast of
Britain the silting of estuaries since Roman times is well
attested. The Roman fort at Netherby may have been
supplied by ship (CW2 liii 3o), Drumburgh similarly,
and, if a fort can be proved, Kirkbride, with its direct
road link with the Wall. It is unlikely therefore that Moricambe is the exception to the rule; it must have been both
wider and deeper.
It is possible to defend the dry ground theory by
making the Waver and Wampool discharge their combined waters to the Solway at some other place. The
obvious course is the strip of low ground running northeast from Whitrigg which passes between the boulder
clay hills on which stand Glasson and Drumburgh. This
convenient hollow is filled with Marine Warp of the first
terrace, but the outfall end is traversed by the proved
remains of the Wall and the warp here is consequently
dated to the Roman period. This theory would also
require the one-time extension of the Grune across Moricambe to meet the Cardurnock peninsula; the disappearance of millions of tons of shingle since the destruction
of Skinburness cannot be accepted. Grune Point is steadily
growing to the north-east and will one day approach the
Cardurnock shore. As it does Moricambe will finally fill
with silt, but tidal scour and river flush will undoubtedly
prevent complete closure.
Moricambe and the mile fortlets.
-

Only the discovery of Roman sites inland can provide
acceptable evidence to support the idea that the coastal
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system turned inland from Cardurnock towards Kirkbride and then seawards to Skinburness. I fail to see the
necessity for such an elaboration, preferring to draw
tentative conclusions from what little is known about
the sites already identified; these number 18, including
Beckfoot fort, and only 9 so far are dated by finds. There
is evidence that the coastal system suffered much the
same changes in conception and planning and alteration
during the course of construction as the Wall, and it
may well be that Cardurnock and Skinburness milefortlets are specially significant because they not only
watch the entrance to Moricambe, but the one terminates
a complete sector of units and the other begins a new one.
The known facts may be listed as follows :
M/f i (Biglands), visible on the ground; the air photograph
does not suggest âny repair or modification; Hadrianic
pottery; distance from west rampart of Bowness fort more
than one Roman mile.
Tower 2b (Campfield), air photograph, no information; distance
from M/ f i cannot be made to fit the intervals of 54o yds.
M/f 3 (Pasture House), turfwork only identified.
Towers 3a and 3b, identified by Joseph Robinson, cobble and
cement foundations, walls collapsed outwards.
M/f 4 (Herd Hill), turfwork only identified. Abundant
Hadrianic sherds at cremation site to north.
Towers 4a and 4b, identified by sandstone fragments, no
information.
M / f 5 (Cardurnock), examined 1 944 (CW2 xlvii 78 f. esp.
122 f.), Hadrianic foundation; three periods established and
4th century occupation.
M/f 9 (Skinburness), little to be seen on the ground; the
air photograph strongly suggests structural alterations and
ancillary works; no information.
Tower 12b (Silloth golf course), remains of original tower
under clay rebuild. Hadrianic pottery only.
M/f 13 not found despite wide search.
Tower 13a (Cunning Hill), foundations and Hadrianic pottery.
Tower 13b (Wolsty), found by Joseph Robinson; foundations
only, undated.
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Beckfoot fort, found by Joseph Robinson, Hadrianic foundation; from available information occupation seems to have
lasted into the 4th century.
M/f 15 lost in the sea; Hadrianic, and later, pottery in
associated cremation site to north (c f. M/f 4, Herd Hill) .
Tower 15a (Bank Mill), Hadrianic pottery only and early
demolition.
Tower 16a (Cote How), foundation only, Hadrianic pottery.
Tower i6b (Sand Pit), levelled remains of original tower,
Hadrianic pottery, masses of clay suggesting a later rebuild
as at Tower izb.
.

*^*^*

This brief summary also serves to underline the urgent
need for more work on the coastal units, as well as providing strong hints as to the probable organisation of the
coastal system. The repair and modification and occupation over a long period of the Cardurnock mile-fortlet
indicates that it was a site of some importance; until other
sites are examined and their period of use determined we
cannot be sure that it is unique in this sector. The trial
excavation of M / f i (Biglands) revealed Hadrianic sherds
immediately beneath the modern turf, and the air photograph gives no indication of any alteration to the simple
outlines of rampart and ditch. Perhaps, as on the line
of the Wall, only certain sites were maintained for the
purposes of patrolling and signalling, in which case M /f 5
would certainly have been kept in commission as a key
point and M/ f z, just over a mile from the end of the
Wall, would have been dismantled.
Mile-fortlet 9 (Skinburness) awaits examination. The
air photograph shows a confusion of dark marks; some
suggest two ditches, at least on the east side, and others
a possible annexe or temporary camp on the south side.
It is well sited both for defence and outlook as if its
founders intentionally chose the best ground and made
it the starting point for a new sector of towers and milefortlets, the Beckfoot sequence. Between Skinburness and
Dubmill Point we have evidence of the dismantling of
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some of the towers (CW2 lvii 24) and two may have been
roughly reconstructed later on surviving Hadrianic
stumps (i2b and i6b), but no date can be put to the
later work. To date no intervening mile-fortlets have been
found, except for the traces of M/f 15, and this may
simply mean that they were dismantled so soon after
building that their traces are too insubstantial to be easily
recognised in the trial pitting so far attempted. If excavation of M/f 9 should show that it shared the same
vicissitudes as M/f 5, then the case for its being the start
of the new sector would be strengthened.
Further Problems.

Research into the problem of Moricambe extended over
a wide field and this paper is a much condensed version
of my first draft, which included material of only
incidental interest to the main theme. There are two outstanding problems in the area, the road links behind the
coast defences, and the fate of the Wall across Burgh
Marsh. These incidental matters can be discussed here
briefly as they fit very well into the context of the paper
and depend, to a large extent, upon the relative ages of
the alluvial terraces.
Most of the 25 ft., or second terrace of warp, lies above
the 25 ft. contour and its relative age is not in question.
Roman roads could have been made across it from, say
Kirkbride or Old Carlisle in the direction of any of the
coastal sites, making use of the gravel deposits at Newton Arlosh, Calvo, Dryholme, Hayrigg Hall and Wolsty.
The gravel road from Drumburgh towards Kirkbride
church may be the type specimen for this locality; it lies
on the second terrace. There are gravel deposits to east
of Kirkbride where the boulder clay slope meets the
alluvium, they show signs of ancient working. Similar
deposits elsewhere on the 25-ft. terrace may prove to be
useful clues in the search for other roads.
The first terrace is occasionally flooded by exceptional
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tides, particularly when south-west gales and upland
waters combine to raise the normal level within Solway
and Moricambe. These comparatively rare incursions did
not deter the Romans from building the Wall on this
terrace between Drumburgh and Glasson, although west
of Port Carlisle the ground was artificially raised for
Milecastle 79. The division between the first and second
terraces there is not clear; it may be that part of the
milecastle and the adjacent lengths of Wall were at the
end of the second terrace and the made ground was really
an extension of it over the lower first terrace. Be that as
it may, it gives us valuable hints as to what the Romans
may have done across Burgh Marsh; that the Wall crossed
the Marsh is certain, if only from the fact that the plotting
of milecastles and turrets can be continued satisfactorily
across it between the established sites at Dikesfield and
Drumburgh. The probable course of the Wall may also
be indicated by extending the lines of the known ends.
The Drumburgh end of this line lies across alluvium of
quite recent formation, so no traces of Roman work can
be hoped for there. The Dikesfield end lies across a wide
stretch of first terrace which I think could have borne
the Wall, possibly on an earthen bank, and its construction would not have been difficult. It would have been
no more susceptible to damage by floods than the canal
bank a little farther to the south. There was an earth
bank on the marsh (Ordnance Survey 6-inch Sheet XV
S.E.) until a few years ago when it was all carted away.
The base of the bank may still be seen as a low platform
4o ft. wide, defined on either side by shallow ditches
and made more prominent by a straggling growth of
gorse. It can be followed for 40o yds. towards the west
where it peters out at the point where the first terrace
drops down to the alluvium. The bank, therefore, could
be ancient.
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APPENDIX : The cliff section at the measured position
of Mile-fortlet 15 (Beckfoot).
On the occasion of the Society's visit to Beckfoot, on 1 September 1960, I was able to demonstrate to members an old turf
line and a thickness of laid turves which might be the last
traces of Mile-fortlet 15. Circumstantial evidence for its onetime existence is strong and further thought on the problem of
proof prompts me to write this short note in order to put the
evidence, such as it is, on record.
The features to be discussed are visible in the cliff section
at the measured position of Mile-fortlet 15, one of the units in
the Roman coast defence system. The existence of an extensive
cremation site immediately to north provides an exact parallel
with Mile-fortlet 4, Herd Hill (CW2 liv 54). Cremation (and
inhumation) took place over a long period as is shown by the
various pottery types collected since 1954, ranging from the
typical early Hadrianic-Antonine cooking-pot as found on other
coastal sites (CW2 liv 48), to pots of Gillam's types 147 and
148, dateable to A.D. 290-370; the bowl of CINNAMUS (CW2
lviii 6o f.) alone must have reached Cumberland some time between A.D. 150-190. Only the earliest sherds need be associated
with M/ f 15, since it is certain that the large Hadrianic fort at
Beckfoot was added to the defences at the position of Tower
14b to strengthen the line and at the same time to render other
sites superfluous. M / f 15 would have been one of the first to
have been abandoned, or even dismantled, being only 540 yds.
away, but its cremation ground, as the finds indicate, would
continue to be used as a traditional cemetery for many years
after.
Systematic pitting inland of the cliff edge in 196o (CW2 lvii
21 f.) showed that a level of mixed sand and gravel, interpreted
as ditch upcast, thinned out as the pits were dug progressively
inland. Tangible proof that the material was indeed upcast was
forthcoming as the result of a sudden thought : the larger stones
might show spade marks. This proved to be so, the stone chosen
for illustration clearly shows spade scars, as if the digger had
four jabs at it.
Any attempt to make sense of the features in the cliff section
requires us to make one assumption, and that is that the builders
of the fortlet, faced with excavation in loose sand and gravel,
made some provision for retaining the upcast within a kerb of
turf on the outer lip of the ditch. They may even have turfed
the ditch profile against slip and wind erosion as new observa-
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tions at York suggest (JRS li, 1961, 169). In this c as e the turf
work is all above the "fossil" soil which represents the old
ground surface, and its courses are level.
Turning to the plan of M / f 5, Cardurnock (CW2 xlvii, Fig.
3, 86), as the type of fortlet to be expected in this area, we can
transpose it to Beckfoot, adjust its orientation, and draw parallel
lines across it to represent successive positions of the retreating
cliff edge. One of these should give a section of kerb and upcast
like that observed; others would show ditch and rampart sections
which, if visible in the cliff, would have made this account
unnecessary. Another line showing upcast and kerb is possible
on the west side of the fortlet, but this would mean that nothing
has been lost by erosion, a circumstance not supported by the
trial pitting of 1956.

FIG. 2.- Sketch plan of ditch and rampart of M / f 5 (Cardurnock) transposed
to measured position of M/ f r5 (Beckfoot) .
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